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Dear Mr. President,                                               Sweden Nov. 9, 2020 

I am a fellow living in Sweden. I admire you for your commitment to 

righteousness and freedom, and for being forthright, bold and intrepid in 

this crucial hour of Americas destiny.   

A summary of this letter: 

You were on right track Mr. Trump in your remarks about a 4 hour 

counting silence followed by a sudden change in favor of Mr. Biden. 

This letter strongly indicates if not proves that a 24/7 ongoing 

hijacking of the votation counting systems in USA is going on by 

the international military industrial complex, and that this scheme 

has become international. The officials in counties and states 

responsible for inputing count totals to vote.gov are handpicked 

since years back for this purpose or otherwise threatened to silence 

about eventual discoveries of data being inexplicable changed, and 

they have thus become part of the deep state as it also is called.  

This is also the true reason behind the odd statement from a 

woman that you commented that went something like ”Mr. Donald 

Trump will by no circumstances be declared president of the United 

States before the end of the election day”.  

By pointing out only minor violations of counting rules, Mr. Rudy 

Giulianis chances for re countings are low, and what difference 

should it make, if some wicked ones either logged in to the 

counting system or by other means of hacking are able to from 

remote computers monitor the whole counting process and altering 

the data as they please? 

 

If you will believe me after reading this letter, and can have Mr. 

Giuliani to believe me too, he is perhaps the right man for this 

changed approach thanks to his experience of cyber protection 

which I read somewhere about.  

He must add specific requests with motives in the state courts in 

order to stop the hijackings and have them granted before the 

recounts get started, but time is short and I do not know when you 

will read this letter and eventually he too.  
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The election site vote.gov is easy to hack and has been so from North 

Korea, a British security firm have reported to your administration 

according to the article in Enclosure A. 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1352044/US-election-2020-cyber-

theft-russia-china-iran-donald-trump-news 

The same kind of fraud happened in Sweden 

By stealing 22 computers and 27 mobilephones from one of the totally 21 

Swedish governmental district boards (Länsstyrelser) responsible for 

managing the Swedish general elections, two nights before the general 

Elelection day on a Sunday in 2018, the orderers of the bulgarly got 

unlimited editing access to their election web pages as well as the 

national election website val.se, 

which corresponds to vote.gov in 

USA. 

  

Short link: https://tinyurl.com/bulgarly 

Long link: https://www.sydostran.se/karlskrona/misstanks-for-jattestold-

hos-lansstyrelsen-nu-inleds-rattegangen 

Through studying agendas and events surrounding the election, I have 

identified the orderers as the secret international military industrial 

complex. The following assumed series of events is the most logical: 

During the next 2 days, a staff to the orderer of the bulgarly could 

undisturbed alter the votation totals from all or many of Swedens 6004 

election districts in the val.se website in order to look real, matching a 

poll from the international Ipsos, part of a giant concern in their power 

sphere, published 4 days prior to the election day. That poll showed so 

much lower support to the nationalistic Sverigedemokraterna than all 

other polls at the time that a renowned professor in political science 

could not believe it.  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1352044/US-election-2020-cyber-theft-russia-china-iran-donald-trump-news
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1352044/US-election-2020-cyber-theft-russia-china-iran-donald-trump-news
https://tinyurl.com/bulgarly
https://www.sydostran.se/karlskrona/misstanks-for-jattestold-hos-lansstyrelsen-nu-inleds-rattegangen
https://www.sydostran.se/karlskrona/misstanks-for-jattestold-hos-lansstyrelsen-nu-inleds-rattegangen
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Short link: https://tinyurl.com/bulgarly 

Preview: https://preview.tinyurl.com/bulgarly 

Long link: https://www.expressen.se/nyheter/val-2018/valmatningarna-

darfor-skiljer-de-sig-sa-mycket-at/  

 

It would however look too strange to drastically change the political 

landscape from one moment to another, so this gang simply shut down 

the votation website val.se at ca 8 pm, replaced the figures with their 

own and swithed the site back on again as late as ca 12 pm.  

How clever! The result were never powerfully challenged thanks to 

 the consistensy with their likewise faked poll some days earlier 

which gaved the plot credibility 

 their stalinistic control over the media and 

 an efficient internet censorhip through the tech giants 

These wicked guys triumphed and became of course eager to repeat the 

same fraud in the coming US election for president, which they did.  

This in depth text box is not essential to read for your case  

However, Sverigedomokraterna had become too popular (ca 25% in 

other polls right before election) for keeping them away from reaching 

governmnent by lowering their votes only (they dared to reduce them 

with 8% down to 17%) because there were other non socialistic parties in 

the parliament as well. So their plot included an additional ingredient… 

Because perhaps mostly thanks to George Soros, they had managed to 

make Sweden a cherished model nation in their agenda to destroy the 

nation states of Europe, to establish a totalitarian United States of 

Europe under a tyrannic One World Government. In Sweden: Checks 

gone, cashs away out, heavily media control, highest immigration level 

per capita in Europe, heavily increased murder, rapes and suicide as a 

consequence. A government lead by Sverigedomokraterna would 

change much of that in an instance.   

What they did was to invite one of the other non socialistic party leaders, 

Annie Lööf, to the Bilderberger meeting in the USA the year before. What 

they told her we do not know, but what she did. She became the most 

submittive support party of three of the Swedish left & green government 

formed as a result of to the fraud, despite of being a non socialistic party.  

https://tinyurl.com/bulgarly
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Signs of continuing hijacking 

An ongoing hijacking of local election systems including the national 

vote.gov is the only logical explanation to why Joe Biden the recent days 

got slighly more and more votes until he ”won” despite of the fact that 

there is more likely to be an overweight for Trump votes because these 

late countings are mainly   

- on election day casts,wich began with a surge for Trump just 

before the sudden 4 hour report brake. 

- military and other foreign votes; typically Trump supporters.  

My recommendations 

On behalf of all the freedom lovers of the entire world, I plea to you for 

democracys sake to request not only re countings but also that they shall 

be preceded by efficient means to hinder alterations of vote counts in the 

election system or systems of the particular state plus vote.gov.  

You can motivate this with  

 FBI:s conclusion of investigation that the vote.gov election system 

is very vulnerable for unauthorized hijacking and has allready been 

hacked from North Korea (see last page). 

 A present ongoing hijacking of an unknown number of election 

systems is suspected to be ongoing because of 

A: the sudden increase of votes for Biden in most or all of the 

states counted right after a 4 hour report brake compared to the 

reports before the brake.  

B: the remarkably great resemblance with an election system shut 

down during Swedens last general elections on September 9 2018.  

Example of requests:  

 Replacement of all counting personall engaded in the first counting 

or at least those who inputs counting totals to any internet based 

counting or counting report system.  

 Replacement of all its servers and log in credentials 

 Detaching mechanisms of electronic voting machines that can alter 

the voting results, to be inspected and affirmed by a technician 

representing the complainant.  

The last point above is based on following bombshell CIA 
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whistleblower story which I just got before sending this letter to 

you. A ”must watch”-report with demasking Joe Biden clips”: 

https://www.distributednews.com/470929.html 

 

I also recommend you to check with your lawyers around the states 

about the security of finished counted ballots. These are now becoming 

material of evidence that must be protected from unauthorized access, 

around the clock by armed guards as well as by surveillance cameras. 

You can perhaps offer your own federal police for this task. Because 

nothing seems to stop the deep state when their secrets are threatened.  

 

A demasking of this kind of fraud would be a boost for democracy of 

enourmous proportions for the entire world.  

 

The bad news 

The bad news is that even if Mr. Giuliani would be allowed re counts but 

with all technical rigs kept, you can not win the election.  

The good news 

The good news is that the more digital & technical rigings, the greater will 

the  discrepancy to the actual, ballots be, and the disclosure of fraud, 

with shock waves throughout the world.  

So as long as the votes are at hand and voting machines and election 

computer servers are at hand for examination of third party technicians in 

search for manipulations, all such manipulations will be discovered and 

this whole gigantic international plot will collapse and the jails will be 

filled up, and the eye opener of the peoples will finally be at hand.  

 

It is just a matter of time. I see your role as to do what you can to shorten 

it. Please!  

Your heroic deed of exposure this giant fraud will be written in the history 

books. All the masses that now laugh at you would laugh no more and 

your imprints in the Book of Life in the Heavens would be eternal.  
 

 

I love you! 

https://www.distributednews.com/470929.html

